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Lockable Noticeboards 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced These lockable noticeboards have a secure aluminium frame and sliding or hinged glass 

doors. We use a natural cork surface on most models which blends with any décor and our 

grey pin board fabric on 2 sizes, and it’s possible to customise the cover fabric to match your 

workspace. They also feature a strong softboard backing for superior holding power and are 

'self-healing' so do not weaken with heavy use. 

The Sliding-door models have toughened glass doors, whereas the Hinged-door models have 

an Acrylic door which is inserted into the aluminium frame. Also, the Hinged-door models 

have continuous hinge for stronger construction and can be mount either way up for left-hand 

or right-hand opening or lift-up for the single door model. Each cabinet door has a steel lock 

but are keyed individually and comes with 2 keys per lock. The depth over/including the frame 

is 50mm, and then 20-30mm deep inside which accommodates for framed art, certificates, or 

lighting. These are water-resistant but not waterproof, so can be mounted outside but under 

cover is ideal. 

Use They’re a very cost-effective way of advertising and they’re also a recommended product for 

many environments like at home, school, in the office or workshop. They are well suited for 

hanging papers as well as heavier items like calendars, booklets, etc. They can be mounted 

outside but under cover is preferred. Also, they’re great for long-term, dust-free display or 

draughty locations! 

Installation  So quick & easy to install. It can be easily installed to existing drywall. 

Features Include -Smart aluminium frames        

   -Has a multipurpose use        
   -Wall mount kit included 
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Size Range  It’s also available in a variety of sizes. So, if you’re interested in these boards contact us and 

we will be glad to help you develop a useful tool for your business that you will use for years 

to come.  

 

... and yes, we can make special 

sizes to fit your wall space or to suit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lockable Noticeboards – Hinged 

CODE SIZE (mm) Design 

CKL0609H 600x900 1 Door 

GKL0912H* 900x1200 2 Doors 

GKL0918H* 900x1800 3 Doors 

CKL1212H 1200x1200 2 Doors 

CKL1224H 1200x2400 4 Doors 

Lockable Noticeboards – Sliding 

CODE SIZE (mm) Design 

CKL0609S 600x900 2 Doors 

CKL0912S 900x1200 2 Doors 

* CKL- is cork finish inside, GKL- is grey fabric. 


